Abstract
Smartphones and tablets are easily lost or stolen. This makes them susceptible to an inexpensive class of memory attacks, such as cold-boot attacks, using a bus monitor to observe the memory bus, and DMA attacks. This paper describes Sentry, a system that allows applications and OS components to store their code and data on the System-on-Chip (SoC) rather than in DRAM. We use ARM-specific mechanisms originally designed for embedded systems, but still present in today’s mobile devices, to protect applications and OS subsystems from memory attacks.
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1. Introduction
Smartphones and tablets are more easily lost or stolen than desktops or even laptops. This ease of loss makes enterprises and device owners concerned about the security of the data stored on their devices. Many enterprises today mandate that employee laptops use disk encryption, such as TrueCrypt [51] or BitLocker [30], to protect “data at rest”. With such systems, the data on disk is always encrypted with a key protected by a password or PIN that the user must enter at boot time. If a device is lost, an attacker cannot retrieve the data without knowing the encryption password. Because laptops are often shutdown or hibernating, such systems provide adequate safety when dealing with lost devices.

In contrast, smartphones and tablets are rarely powered off. Instead, when the screen is off, these devices are in a sleep state where RAM is continually refreshed. While sleeping, these devices periodically check for incoming phone calls or application notifications. When a device is lost, an attacker only needs to press a button to force the device to immediately resume execution. Encrypting data at rest is therefore less useful for smartphones and tablets, as their data can always be decrypted and loaded to RAM with the press of a button.

Instead, smartphones and tablets offer PIN-unlock: a user must enter a PIN to unlock her device when the device is idle for more than a short period of time (e.g., 15 minutes). To prevent brute-force attacks on the PIN, many smartphones enter a deep-lock state if an incorrect PIN is entered a few times in a row. A key limitation of PIN-unlock is that even when the device is locked, unencrypted data resides in RAM on the stolen device. This allows attackers to subject lost smartphones and tablets to physical attacks. There are different avenues to read secrets from RAM, such as cold boot attacks [25, 31], attaching a bus monitor to monitor data transfers between the CPU and system RAM [18, 21, 24], or mounting DMA attacks [7, 9, 36]. For example, Müller and Spreitzenbarth describe how to mount a cold boot attack on Android smart phones using only a household freezer, a USB cable and a laptop [31]. Using their tool named Frost, they were able to recover recent emails, photos, and visited web sites from physical RAM.

This paper demonstrates that the ARM System-on-Chip (SoC) architecture used by today’s smartphones and tablets is amenable to a new security approach – storing users’ sensitive data on the ARM SoC rather than in DRAM. By storing the secrets on the SoC, we make physical attacks more difficult to mount because they must target the SoC to retrieve secrets, which is much more expensive. The ARM SoC is already equipped with low-capacity storage that can be used as an adequate alternative to traditional off-the-SoC DRAM. Its primary usage is to store small amounts of data closer to the CPU than DRAM. This storage’s presence is (arguably) due to the role ARM plays in embedded systems, which often require both fast and predictable performance. Bringing data closer to the CPU helps these systems meet their real-time performance needs.

This paper presents Sentry, a system that protects against DRAM attacks by leveraging on-SoC storage mechanisms originally intended for realtime predictable performance. Sentry can bootstrap additional secure storage by safely encrypting regions of memory much larger than the capacity of the ARM SoC. Sentry starts with the observation that protecting sensitive data on an unlocked device offers little value because an attacker can access the data simply by using the device’s UI. Instead, Sentry encrypts the memory of sensitive applications and OS subsystems when a mobile device transitions to a screen-locked state. When the user unlocks the device, Sentry decrypts memory on demand to reduce user-perceived resume latency and to save power.

Sentry supports two alternatives to storing secrets in DRAM. First, Sentry supports iRAM, a small amount of internal SRAM on the SoC, whose primary usage is storing the runtime state of the firmware of the platform’s peripherals. Second, Sentry supports
cache locking, an old feature of ARM platforms, to “pin” data in the cache and prevent it from being written back to DRAM. Current ARM platforms used by smartphones and tablets are equipped with shared L2 caches with much larger sizes than iRAM. To enable sensitive applications to run in the background while the device remains locked, Sentry leverages AES_OnSoC. Unlike traditional AES, AES_OnSoC safely encrypts and decrypts without leaking any sensitive code and data to DRAM. This new implementation carefully manages the sensitive encryption/decryption state to eliminate the possibility of accidental leaks to DRAM due to procedure calls (e.g., by passing parameters on the stack) or to context switches. Sentry uses AES_OnSoC and fine-grained software control over the L2 cache to secure the state of sensitive applications running in the background. When an application starts running in the background, Sentry transparently reads its encrypted memory pages from DRAM, stores them on the ARM SoC, and decrypts them. Similarly, pages are encrypted when written back to DRAM. Sentry operates with little or no overhead when the device is unlocked, and can securely run background applications while the device is locked, albeit at lower performance.

We implement Sentry on a Nexus 4 smartphone and on an NVIDIA Tegra 3 development board. On the Nexus 4, Sentry only uses iRAM to store secrets on the SoC, while on the NVIDIA board, Sentry can use both iRAM and the L2 cache. We have firmware access to the NVIDIA Tegra 3 board that allows us to enable L2 cache locking (this feature is often disabled by firmware). We use Sentry to secure a number of Android applications (Twitter, Google Maps, Contacts, MP3), and dm-crypt, a generic Linux block-level encryption module. Our evaluation shows that Sentry’s performance and energy overheads are modest, and its mechanisms do not affect the rest of the system’s performance in a significant manner. On a daily basis, Sentry consumes about 2% of a device’s battery life to protect an application assuming the user unlocks the device 150 times a day.

2. Sentry
Sentry secures mobile devices against DRAM attacks by leveraging the limited amount of secure storage available on the ARM SoC to safely encrypt much larger regions of DRAM.

Main Observation. Sentry builds on the observation that securing data in memory while a device is unlocked provides limited protection because any user can access sensitive data by simply interacting with the device’s UI. Instead, Sentry secures memory state only while a device’s screen is locked.

Sentry encrypts the memory pages of all sensitive applications when the device starts transitioning to a screen-locked state. When the device resumes and is successfully unlocked, Sentry decrypts memory pages on demand as sensitive applications start to run. The encryption/decryption keys are only stored on the ARM SoC when the device is locked and not in DRAM.

While this encrypt-on-lock and decrypt-on-unlock cycle improves security, it has one major drawback – it does not support background computation. Modern smartphones need to perform limited background computations (e.g., receiving notifications, providing calendar alerts) while the screen is locked. To enable this, Sentry runs sensitive background applications in a mode that guarantees their decrypted state is always confined to the SoC.

This approach makes it possible for Sentry to operate with little or no overhead when the device is unlocked, while simultaneously enabling it to run background applications while the device is locked, albeit at lower performance.

Implementing Sentry requires solving the following three technical challenges:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In-Scope Attacks</th>
<th>Out of Scope Attacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cold boot</td>
<td>software attacks (malware)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bus monitoring</td>
<td>physical side-channel attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA attacks</td>
<td>code-injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JTAG attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sophisticated physical attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e.g., using electron microscope)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of our threat model.

1. On-SoC Storage: Identifying a location on the SoC where sensitive state (e.g., encryption keys, cleartext pages of sensitive background applications) can be stored and accessed while running background applications. All this state must be preserved between lock and unlock cycles.

2. Encrypted DRAM: To enable background operation while locked, Sentry requires a way to transparently run background applications whose memory pages are always encrypted in DRAM. To run these processes, Sentry uses the virtual memory system to load referenced memory pages onto the SoC, and then decrypt them in place. Similarly, Sentry encrypts them before paging them out of the SoC and back to DRAM.

3. On-SoC Encryption: To bootstrap its security guarantees, Sentry requires the encryption/decryption routines to never leak any sensitive information outside the SoC. For example, a generic cryptographic library is insufficient because its function calls may place their arguments on the stack in DRAM, and as a result they would violate Sentry’s guarantees.

After we describe our threat model, we then address each of the above challenges in turn.

3. Threat Model
This section describes three classes of memory attacks within our threat model, and additional threats that fall outside the scope of our paper. Table 1 summarizes these threats.

3.1 In-Scope Threats
We are concerned with memory attacks that aim to steal secrets by reading the memory of a stolen/lost smartphone or tablet.

Cold Boot Attacks. Cold boot attacks exploit the data remanence effect of RAM to read secrets stored in memory [25]. There are two ways to mount cold boot attacks. One way is for an attacker to physically remove the RAM modules from a victim device and insert them into a compromised device which outputs the RAM’s content. The bolting of DRAM into the motherboard and the growing popularity of package-on-package (PoP), where memory is vertically stacked on top of processor, makes this approach ineffective on today’s mobile phones.

A more practical possibility is to reboot a stolen device and boot into an attacker-controlled OS that outputs the memory contents [11]. A typical way to mount this attack is by reflashing a device. This requires a short power-disconnect (i.e., tapping a RESET button). Müller and Spreitzenbarth used this technique to mount successful cold boot attacks on Android smart phones [31]. On phones with a locked bootloader, they were able to recover recent emails, photos, and visited web sites from physical RAM dumps. Moreover, on devices with an unlocked bootloader, they recovered encryption keys from RAM and decrypted the user partition.

Decrypting the user partition on locked devices is not possible because the unlocking process requires device reflashing which wipes all user data.
Bus Monitoring Attacks. An attacker could attach a bus monitoring tool [18, 21] to the memory bus and wait for the CPU to request sensitive data over the memory bus. For example, a simple reboot ensures that any secrets (e.g., disk encryption keys) are loaded into the CPU as they are needed to start decrypting the disk volume upon startup.

Bus monitoring attacks present a different danger than cold boot. Bus monitoring enables a class of side-channel attacks based on memory access patterns. Consider a sensitive application for which an attacker can monitor its access patterns to its internal state. For example, AES implementations use tables of pre-computed values (e.g., the exponentiation of 2 in a particular field, such as $GF(2^8)$) to speed up their computation. While the tables themselves are not secret, the order in which the table entries are accessed can reveal secret information. Previous work has shown fast ways to break AES if its state access patterns are known [50]. Bus monitoring attacks can reveal these access patterns, whereas cold boot attacks cannot.

To the best of our knowledge, all previous work on protecting secrets against memory attacks (on x86 platforms) is susceptible to this attack [32, 33, 41]. Addressing this attack is nontrivial because the above schemes can only protect small quantities of data, such as one set of encryption keys. Protecting the entire state of the encryption/decryption code and data makes the secret state’s size grow several fold. Such sizes are beyond the protection capabilities of previous solutions. Our related work section (Section 9) provides a more in-depth discussion of these issues.

DMA Attacks. An attacker could program a DMA-capable peripheral to manipulate the DMA controller and read arbitrary memory regions. This class of attacks is often referred to as Firewire attacks, although they can exploit many other DMA interfaces, including PCMCIA, PCI Express, or even the more recent Thunderbolt interface. A DMA interface allows a peripheral to read memory contents without any cooperation from the processor or the OS. DMA attacks are successful even when the mobile device is PIN-locked. As long as the device is not powered-off, one of its DMA controllers can be programmed over a DMA interface.

One form of defense is using an IOMMU, a memory management unit often found on PCs and laptops today. The OS can program the IOMMU to restrict what memory regions different DMA devices can access. Unfortunately, there are two problems with IOMMUs: (1) some mobile devices lack IOMMUs today, and (2) IOMMUs cannot authenticate DMA devices and are thus susceptible to spoofing attacks in which a malicious DMA device can impersonate another device. Therefore, IOMMUs must be programmed to deny access to a restricted memory range from all DMA devices.

Although some ARM platforms lack IOMMUs, most of today’s ARM platforms are equipped with ARM TrustZone [2], which is ARM’s hardware support for trusted computing. ARM TrustZone provides two virtual processors backed by hardware access control. The software stack can switch between the two states, referred to as the secure world and the normal world. The OS and all applications run in the normal world, whereas a small trusted kernel runs in the secure world. Untrusted code running in the normal world cannot access protected resources, such as memory pages and peripheral registers of the secure world. ARM TrustZone can protect against DMA attacks by giving the secure world control over the memory storing secrets, and denying normal world’s DMA requests.

Software Attacks. This class of attacks compromise the software on a mobile device and can thus access and steal any secrets, such as the owner’s PIN number. Such attacks exploit a software vulnerability to install compromised code. Although an important class of attacks to consider, this paper focuses on attacks that do not rely on running compromised software, yet are possible when the device is in an attacker’s hands.

Physical Side-channel Attacks. Side-channel attacks aim to obtain sensitive information by exploiting physical properties of the cryptographic implementation, such as timing information or power consumption. For example, different keys could affect the amount of processing time or power required to do the encryption differently, revealing something about the keys’ structure. Although our system does address one class of side-channel attacks based on observing memory access patterns using bus monitoring, we do not address physical externally measurable side-channel attacks. Such attacks fall outside our threat model because they require a relatively high level of sophistication particularly when the attacker cannot run arbitrary code on the device.

Code-injection Attacks. This class of attacks inject or modify code running on the platform. One way to mount this attack is to use a compromised DMA-capable device. However, as described above, an ARM TrustZone (or an IOMMU) can protect a memory region against all DMA accesses including writes. Another possibility is to attach a logic analyzer to the memory or I/O bus and issue write commands that bypass any ARM TrustZone or IOMMU protections. We consulted a DRAM hardware expert about these attacks and learned that, albeit possible, these attacks are very challenging to mount because they are electrically unsound [8]. An attacker needs to use a higher drive strength than the bus to effectively “override” the bus protocol. Using a higher strength has the potential to damage the memory controller beyond repair. Also, bus protocols use dynamic time synchronization; the attacker must discover and synchronize the analyzer’s timings to match those of the bus. In the expert’s opinion, mounting such an attack costs several 100’s of thousands of dollars, at a minimum.

JTAG Attacks. JTAG attacks are preventable because JTAG can be disabled. Some mobile vendors disable JTAG by depopulating the JTAG connector. Unfortunately, the JTAG interface can be re-enabled by soldering a JTAG cable back to the JTAG pad [38]. Other mobile vendors use a more secure form of JTAG-blocking based on hardware fuses [46]; such fuses can be disabled at device provisioning time. JTAG is permanently disabled once this fuse is burned. Additionally, manufacturers are also starting to build “authenticated JTAG”, an interface that requires a reader to authenticate to enable JTAG [20].

Sophisticated Physical Attacks. It is hard to anticipate all types of physical attacks. One example of an advanced attack is using an electron microscope to examine the internals of the ARM SoC chip and carry attacks on the stored data [49]. Although possible, such an attack requires specialized equipment and can often take several months even when carried out by a skilled attacker.

4. On-SoC Storage

This section presents two alternatives for storing secrets on the SoC when the device is screen-locked.

4.1 Alternative #1: Internal RAM (iRAM)

Many smartphones and tablets are equipped with a small amount of internal SRAM on the SoC, called iRAM. By placing iRAM on the chip, different SoC subsystems (e.g., the DSP and various microcontrollers) have fast access to a little bit of memory to run their...
firmware. For example, our Tegra 3 development board provides 256kB of iRAM.

However, like DRAM, SRAM storage also suffers from data remanence – the memory retains its contents for a period of time upon a power disconnect. Data remanence makes memory vulnerable to cold boot attacks [25]. In fact, SRAM decays over time more slowly than DRAM [10], making it even less suitable for storing secrets. We performed the following experiment to characterize iRAM's data remanence.

**Methodology.** We connected the Tegra 3 tablet to a debugging port and used its reset button to power off the tablet for short periods of time. For each experiment, we varied how long the power was cut from the board and measured the amount of data preserved in DRAM and iRAM, respectively. To do so, we created a process that allocates 1GB of memory (the tablet has 1GB of DRAM and 256kB of iRAM) and fills it with an 8-byte pattern written repeatedly.

We then performed three types of board resets that correspond to mounting different variants of cold boot attacks. First, we just performed a simple OS reboot. Such an attack is possible for unlocked mobile devices – an attacker can boot a malicious OS that dumps the memory. Second, we tapped the reset button (i.e., a short power disconnect), which corresponds to the reflashing the device. The final test is a longer power interrupt – we held the reset button pressed for two seconds. This corresponds to an attack in which the memory is yanked out of the device and quickly inserted into a malicious device which dumps all memory contents.

For each test, we used a kernel-level driver to enumerate all DRAM and iRAM before starting the test and after the test ended. We then prepared for the pattern, counted the number of occurrences, and used these results to compute data remanence as a ratio. Each test was performed at room temperature, and was repeated five times. Table 2 shows the average results. Previous work has characterized DRAM and SRAM’s memory remanence as a function of temperature [10, 25, 43].

**Results.** iRAM lost all its contents every time the device lost power no matter for how long. In contrast, at room temperature, DRAM still preserved a portion of its contents (0.1%) even when losing power for two seconds.

After private conversations with the ARM board’s hardware manufacturer, we learned that the board’s firmware zeroes out its iRAM upon boot up. This behavior is consistent with our results, and makes iRAM attractive for our security needs.

### 4.2 Alternative #2: Locked L2 Cache

Cortex-A9 ARM platforms are equipped with a PL310 cache controller [3] whose role is to manage a shared L2 cache. The PL310 offers the ability to lock a portion of the cache to prevent it from being evicted from the cache. ARM platforms have supported cache locking for a long time to improve computation performance as well as the predictability of computation latency. Being able to pin data into the cache can make small amount of computation faster and its duration predictable. This piece of functionality is especially attractive for embedded systems that need real-time guarantees. The PL310 controller mandates the ability to lock a cache by way, and optionally by cache-line. This is done via a Verilog option provided to the SoC vendors. Flushing the cache is done with a single instruction, regardless of the number of ways being flushed. We were able to enable cache locking by way on our NVidia Tegra 3 board. Unfortunately, we could not enable cache locking on the Nexus 4 because we do not have access to the boot firmware.

The locked L2 cache is useful for storing secrets on the SoC only if it guarantees that locked ways are not invalidated and remain present in the L2 cache until unlocked. While such a guarantee is important for performance (the original goal of cache locking), it is crucial to our security needs. Unfortunately, the ARM spec is silent on whether the L2 cache locking implementation offers this guarantee. To validate our hardware behavior, we performed the following two experiments.

**Validating PL310's write-back behavior.** First, we inspected the codebase of an ARM simulator built by ARM itself (ARM Fast Model [1]) and found that the PL310 does not write back locked entries. Our second experiment was done on our Tegra 3 board. We started by choosing an 8-byte random pattern that never appears in DRAM. We wrote the random pattern at the physical address that maps into a locked cache way, and used DMA reads to read the DRAM directly bypassing the cache.

Finding a way to “hijack” a DMA controller for our testing needs proved to be challenging for several reasons. First, few Linux drivers appeared to use DMA for their data transfers. Second, DMA controllers transfer data from memory to a device only. Reading the DMA-ed data from the device is sometimes impossible. For example, the NIC only allowed DMA-ing data out to a transmit buffer that cannot be DMA-ed back in. Incoming DMA transfers from the NIC were filled from a separate receive buffer. Third, certain devices expect the DMA-ed data to have a certain format; for example, the NIC expects transmitted data to have packet headers.

In the end, we used a driver that offers a high-speed serial channel. We discovered that the UART controller offers a debugging port that acts like a loopback interface – it returns all data written to it. We then modified the driver to DMA data to this debugging port and then read the serial port to output its contents. This experiment revealed that the hardware does not evict data from a locked cache way. However, we discovered that flushing the entire cache does unlock all locked ways. To ensure data safety, our system disables flushing of locked cache ways. We validated that the locked way’s entries never appear in DRAM once this OS change is made.

### 4.3 Security Analysis of Storage Options

Table 3 summarizes our analysis of secure storage choices for protecting secrets against memory attacks.

Because the low-level firmware zeroes-out iRAM upon boot, storing secrets in iRAM protects them against cold boot attacks. Unfortunately, we do not know of any published data on how prevalent this behavior is across different types of mobile devices, and as a result we cannot generalize our finding beyond our Tegra 3 device. iRAM is also safe against bus monitoring attacks because secret data never leaves the SoC and thus does not traverse any externally exposed busses. Finally, iRAM is safe against DMA attacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>iRAM</th>
<th>Locked L2 Cache</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cold Boot</td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus Monitoring</td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA Attacks</td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>(ARM TrustZone)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The iRAM (SRAM) and DRAM’s data remanence rates on a commodity tablet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Preserved</th>
<th>iRAM</th>
<th>DRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS Reboot (no power loss)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Reflash (power loss)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Second Reset (power loss)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Security analysis of different storage alternatives to DRAM.
attacks as long as access to iRAM is protected inside the ARM TrustZone only, as described in Section 3.

Similar to iRAM, upon boot the low-level device firmware resets the PL310 L2 cache controller and zeros the L2 cache contents. As a result, sensitive data in the L2 cache is protected from cold boot attacks. Bus monitoring attacks are also ineffective because data does not travel on any exposed busses. On ARM platforms, DMA attacks are ineffective because DMA transfers data directly from DRAM, bypassing the L2 cache.

Because the low-level device firmware implements the zeroing logic for both iRAM and the L2 cache, one attack vector would be to replace this firmware. However, this attack is difficult to mount because the device verifies that the low-level firmware is signed with the manufacturer’s key.

4.4 Trade-Offs

Looking at Table 3 one might ask: What are the security trade-offs between iRAM and L2 cache locking because both appear to be safe to these attacks? On one hand, any on-SoC storage is “safe” because placing sensitive on the SoC protects it from memory attacks. On the other hand, the hardware, the operating system, or even an application could accidently copy data off the SoC to DRAM (even if not malicious). It is thus important to examine the security guarantees each on-SoC storage alternative offers.

The key distinction between cache locking and iRAM arises in how they protect against DMA attacks. On today’s ARM SoCs, cache coherence for DMA transfers is handled in software. The operating system must explicitly flush the cache before DMA reads, and invalidate the cache before DMA writes. Because software manages the cache for DMA operations, hardware initiated DMA attacks cannot see the contents of the L2 cache, and therefore L2 cache-locking protects against DMA attacks. In contrast, iRAM is just like any other system memory (DRAM) with respect to DMA attacks. iRAM can only be protected from DMA attacks when software in the TrustZone takes explicit steps to protect it.

4.5 Implementation

iRAM. We implemented a simple memory allocator that manages the 192KB of iRAM (out of a total of 256KB) on our Tegra 3 tablet. In our experiments, we discovered that the first 64KB of iRAM appear to be used by our tablet’s firmware; overwriting this region of iRAM crashes the tablet.

L2 cache locking. Locking a cache way is done by programming the PL310 controller with a special enable way command. This command has two effects. First, it ensures that all new data loaded in the cache will be loaded in the enabled way. Second, all data already loaded in the remaining disabled ways remains in fact available to reads and writes but no new allocations or evictions will take place. We can leverage this disable way command to first load sensitive data into one way, and then lock the way. In pseudocode, cache locking is done with the following four steps:

1. flush entire cache
2. enable 1-way
   /* cache size is now 128KB */
3. write 0xFF in all sensitive data
   /* warm the one-way with data */
4. enable last 7-ways
   /* first way is now ‘disabled’ */
   /* cache size is now 7x128KB */

Once a way is locked, we return pointers to free pages mapped to this cache way. Once the entire way has been allocated, we lock an additional way if new requests for locked L2 cache memory are made. Section 8 will show the increasing performance overhead as additional ways are locked. To unlock a cache way, we erase the sensitive data and re-enable all unlocked ways:

1. write 0xFF in all sensitive data
   /* all sensitive data erased */
2. enable (8-k)-ways
   /* restore unlocked cache ways */

OS-level changes for handling L2 cache flushes. Flushing the L2 cache unlocks all locked ways. To ensure that data remains locked, we used a feature of the PL310 cache controller — supporting a mask that specifies which ways should be flushed. Each time a way is locked, our system sets this mask appropriately, and resets it when the way is unlocked. We changed all calls to the L2 cache flush routines in Linux to use this mask. As a result of these changes, the code handling L2 cache flushes in Linux grew from 428 to 676 lines of code.

5. Encrypted DRAM

This section describes how Sentry uses paging virtual memory to secure background applications. Sentry uses paging to manage data transfers between on-SoC memory and main memory (DRAM). Sentry ensures that pages stored in DRAM are always encrypted, and Sentry performs decryption on page-in to on-SoC memory, and encryption on page-out of on-SoC memory.

We clear a bit (called the young bit in the ARM architecture) of a Page Table Entry (PTE) to ensure we trap (page fault) whenever this page is accessed. Upon a page-in, the trap is fired, and we copy this page into a locked L2 cache way, and decrypt it in place. Once decryption is done, we modify the PTE to point to the decrypted page copy stored in the locked way and reset the “young” bit. Figure 1 illustrates the steps performed by Sentry during decryption on page-in.

If the locked L2 cache is full, Sentry needs to evict a page. For this, the same sequence is repeated in reverse. We encrypt in place, and then copy the page back, modify the PTE to point back to this location, and clear its young bit to ensure future traps.

While this approach supports running unmodified applications securely in the background, it has a couple of limitations. First, system performance is reduced as page faults need to be handled in software to enable careful control of the L2 cache contents. In...
addition, the limited capacity of the locked cache ways leads to an increase in the frequency of paging content in and out of the cache. Second, direct accesses to physical memory that do not trigger page faults, such as DMA by I/O devices, is not supported. We expect these limitations to be negligible because typical background jobs running on mobile devices (e.g., polling for email, periodically reading sensor data) have modest processing requirements.

6. On-SoC Encryption

To ensure protection from memory attacks, Sentry’s implementation of encrypted DRAM cannot use generic encryption and decryption routines. Instead, the encryption and decryption routines used by Sentry must ensure that they do not leak any sensitive state to DRAM. This section presents AES_On_SoC, a secure implementation of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [34] that prevents sensitive state from leaking out to DRAM. We start with an in-depth analysis of AES to classify its state and determine what portion must be protected. We then describe the implementation steps taken to build AES_On_SoC.

6.1 An In-depth Analysis of AES’s State

Brief AES Primer. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [34] is a block cipher that operates on 128-bit blocks of plaintext and can use keys of 128, 192, or 256 bits. AES performs up to four different operations repeatedly, where each repetition is called a round. In each round, AES uses a specific, per-round encryption key, derived from the original encryption key. For performance reasons all round keys are precomputed and “cached” because they depend on the original encryption key only, and not on any intermediate state. While this optimization speeds up performance, it also increases the amount of AES sensitive state. This raises an interesting trade-off—a faster AES implementation requires more secure storage.

To precompute the round keys, AES uses two lookup tables, called the S-box and the R-con. While these lookup tables contain no secret state, the specific order in which AES looks up into these tables can leak sensitive information about AES.

To handle input data longer than 128 bits, AES breaks the input data into 128-bit input blocks and applies the single-block operation repeatedly. The ciphertexts corresponding to each block are then combined or chained using different modes of operation. AES supports many different modes (e.g., ECB, CTR, CBC). Sentry uses the CBC mode; CBC is also the default AES mode of operation on Android and Linux.

State Classification. Different types of state can be safe against some types of memory attacks but not against others. AES’s state can be classified as follows:

1. Secret state. Secret state is state that, if leaked, will lead to a compromise. In AES, the input text, the encryption key, and most of the state derived from the encryption key is secret. Note that not all state derived from the encryption key is secret; for example, the ciphertext is not secret.

2. Public state. Public state is state that will not lead to a compromise if leaked. For AES, the public state is the ciphertext and any additional state that keeps track of the progress of the encryption. For example, the variable keeping track of the encryption round in AES is public.

3. Access-protected state. Although not secret, this state’s access patterns are sensitive. For example, AES (and other symmetric encryption algorithms) use pre-computed lookup tables to speed up computation (e.g., the R-con and S-box tables). The lookup tables’ contents are not secret, but monitoring what entries in these tables are accessed during encryption can reveal sensitive information about encryption keys.

How much state does AES use? Table 4 presents the state AES uses for encrypting with different key sizes. The input block holds the plaintext at the beginning of encryption and the ciphertext at the end as each round is performed on the same input block. We list its size as one block of 16 bytes (128 bits); however, the input can be arbitrarily long. Summing up the sizes of each piece of state leads to 2970 bytes of state for implementing encryption and decryption in AES-128.

What Portion of AES State is Sensitive? The last column of Table 4 classifies AES’s state according to its sensitivity. The bulk of the state is access-protected and is due to the round tables. In fact, the round tables alone account for an order of magnitude more state than the rest of the state variables combined. In summary, the OpenSSL AES-128 implementation has 352 bytes of secret state, 2600 bytes of access-protected state, and 18 bytes of public state.

6.2 AES On SoC Implementation

Sentry implements the following two AES_On_SoC versions:

1. iRAM AES_On_SoC. This version stores all secret and access-protected state in iRAM. This required few changes to the generic OpenSSL AES version that loads its state from DRAM.

2. Locked L2 AES_On_SoC. This version ensures that all the secret and access-protected state is allocated in a locked L2 cache way. On our platform, the size of one way is 128KB, which is plentiful to store all AES’s sensitive state.

Handling context switches. Irrespective of where it is stored, sensitive state is loaded in the regular CPU registers at runtime to perform computation. If left unhandled, a context switch could evict all the sensitive data from the CPU registers and place it on the stack in DRAM. To avoid this situation, computation handling sensitive state is performed with interrupts raised. For this, we created two different macros called onsoc_disable_irq() and onsoc_enable_irq(). Our AES_On_SoC implementations encapsulate the computation handling secure state within these two macros. The first macro disables interrupts whereas the second macro zeroes all regular registers and re-enables interrupts. Our implementation raises interrupts for 160 microseconds on average on our Tegra 3 board.

Handling procedure calls. Sensitive state can also be put on the stack when passed as arguments to procedure calls. According to the ARM procedure call standard [4], the first four arguments to a procedure call are passed in registers, and the rest on the stack. The sensitive state is safe as long as is passed in the first four arguments to a procedure call. We inspected the AES_On_SoC implementation and checked that no procedure called used more than four arguments. This guarantees that all state is passed in registers and never put on the stack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. The breakdown of AES state in bytes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Round Tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 S-box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rcon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBC blockivec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Prototypes

We developed two Sentry prototypes: one on an NVidia Tegra 3 ARM development board, and one on a Google Nexus 4 smartphone. Tegra 3 allows us the low-level access needed to enable cache-locking. This prototype fully implements Sentry including support for secure on-SoC encryption and background applications. In contrast, Nexus 4 does not support cache locking, and therefore cannot run background applications while locked. However, Nexus 4 enabled us to run experiments with widely used mobile apps, and to collect meaningful power measurements. Instead, our Tegra board is not as optimized for low energy consumption as a retail device, such as the Nexus 4.

Secure On Suspend. Our Nexus 4 prototype takes advantage of the fact that smartphones seek to suspend their state to DRAM frequently (this corresponds to the ACPI S3 state) to save energy. These suspend events occur after brief periods of user inactivity, or when the user turns off the phone by pressing the power button. Wake-up occurs (1) upon detecting user interaction, such as the user pressing the home or camera buttons, or (2) when some hardware event fires, such as an incoming phone call, or when some period timer fires.

Selective Encryption. On a device lock, a strawman design would encrypt all user-level state and most of the kernel state, except for kernel state needed for resuming the device, some low-level device drivers (e.g., cell telephony driver), and the code that handles decryption and device unlock. Despite its security appeal, such an approach incurs significant latency and energy cost.

Our experiments showed that encrypting 2GB of DRAM contents on a modern smartphone (Nexus 4) takes over a minute even when using all its four CPU cores and its crypto accelerator simultaneously. This also had a steep energy price: a single full-memory copy (2GB) encryption consumed over 70 Joules, completely depleting the battery after 410 suspend/resume cycles only. Hardware trends are increasing, and energy consumption will continue to be a bottleneck. Given that a typical user consults her phone on average 150 times per day [5], to be practical Sentry must add little overhead in terms of time and energy.

Instead, Sentry only secures selected applications and OS subsystems identified as sensitive. On Android, users mark applications for encryption using an extension to the systems setting menu to chose the ones from a list of installed apps.

Upon device locking, Sentry walks the page tables of all processes marked sensitive and encrypts them. The Tegra prototype relies on AES_On_SoC for encryption. The Android prototype uses the default Linux Crypto API for encryption, and stores the encryption key in iRAM. In addition, the Android prototype marks encrypted processes as un-schedulable and places them in a special queue to prevent them from running in the background while the phone remains locked.

We also ported AES_On_SoC to the Linux Crypto API to ensure that the encryption does not release sensitive data outside the SoC. Any legacy software already designed to use this API automatically works with our system. We register our AES implementation with the API, providing it with a higher priority than the default AES implementation. Thus, if both the generic AES and our AES are loaded, the crypto system will favor ours.

On-demand Decryption. Sentry decrypts on demand using a lazy approach to minimize the impact of decryption to resume latency and energy consumption. We modified the page fault handler to enable on-demand page decryption. Encrypted pages have modified page table entries (PTE) to generate a trap next time the page is accessed. When the page fault is generated, Sentry decrypts the page in the context of the page fault handler. By using a lazy approach, Sentry saves energy and time in the case when users unlock their phones, engage in a just a few interactions, and re-lock their phones.

While most memory is decrypted on demand, Sentry handles DMA regions used by the GPU and I/O devices differently. These regions do not trigger page faults when accessed directly by their I/O devices using physical addresses. To handle these cases, Sentry eagerly decrypts DMA regions once the device is unlocked. These regions can vary in size, from 1MB for the Contacts application, to 3MB for Twitter, and 15MB for Google Maps.

A final case is handling memory pages shared between applications. If a memory page is shared with an application deemed non-sensitive, Sentry assumes that the contents of this memory page are not secret and skips encrypting it. However, if the page is shared only between sensitive applications, Sentry encrypts the page.

Securing Persistent State. Another concern is handling the persistent state of sensitive applications. Using file-system encryption only is not sufficient because the cryptography library could leak sensitive data in DRAM during execution. Instead, we incorporate AES_On_SoC in dm-crypt, a transparent block-level encryption module in Linux. At a high-level, dm-crypt makes three calls to an AES library, one to set the encryption and decryption keys, and two calls to encrypt and decrypt data. As described earlier, we incorporated AES_On_SoC into the kernel’s Crypto API and modified dm-crypt to use AES_On_SoC instead of the default kernel AES library.

Securing Freed Pages. Another concern is handling memory pages that have been de-allocated (i.e. “freed”) by a sensitive application because such pages could contain sensitive data. Although Linux has a kernel thread whose job is to zero-out these freed pages, there is no guarantee when this is done. This is not a risk for background applications because Sentry always encrypts these pages when paged out from the L2 cache even when freed. However, this is a potential risk for applications encrypted at screen-lock. This risk is eliminated by waiting for the kernel thread to zero-out all freed pages before locking the screen. We measured this overhead on our Nexus 4 device and found it negligible – the kernel thread can zero-out pages at a rate of 4.014 GB/s and an energy cost of 2.8 micro-Joules per MB.

Bootstrapping. Sentry uses two root keys for AES encryption, a volatile root key and a persistent one. The volatile key is used to encrypt all sensitive applications’ memory pages. The volatile key is stored on the SoC and is generated upon each platform reboot with different values. The persistent key is used to encrypt all on-disk, persistent state (using dm-crypt). This key is derived from a combination of user input (a password entered at boot time) and a secret value stored in a secure hardware fuse on the device. Present mobile devices are already equipped with such a secure fuse storing a random, hard-to-guess number only readable by code running inside ARM TrustZone. We implemented code that reads the secure fuse and generates an AES persistent root key, although this code is not integrated into Sentry yet.

Minimum On-Soc Memory Requirements. The minimum amount of on-SoC memory required to implement Sentry is only two pages. Sentry requires at least one page for AES_On_SoC, and another for the code and data of the sensitive application being decrypted/encrypted. We verified that our Tegra 3 Sentry prototype works in this configuration, although the system becomes very slow because of very frequent page faults.
8. Evaluation

This section evaluates the energy and performance overheads of Sentry in its various modes of protection.

8.1 Methodology

To evaluate Sentry, we use two different hardware platforms: (1) an NVIDIA Tegra 3 ARM development board running Ubuntu Linux that allows us the low-level access needed to enable cache-locking, and (2) a Google Nexus 4 smartphone running a full-featured version of the Android OS. On the Tegra, we run a custom version of the Linux kernel v3.1.10, and on the Nexus the Linux kernel version is v3.4.0. The Tegra 3 contains a quad-core Cortex A9 CPU running at 1.2 GHz with 1 GB of RAM, and the Nexus 4 contains a quad-core Snapdragon S4 CPU running at 1.5 GHz with 2 GB of RAM. All experiments are repeated at least ten times. All our graphs plot the average and the standard deviation, although sometimes the standard deviation is so low that it can barely be seen in the graph.

All mobile devices we are familiar with disable L2 cache locking in firmware. Because we only have access to the Tegra board’s firmware, this is the sole platform where we can run our cache locking experiments. We only perform energy measurements on the Nexus 4 platform because our Tegra development board is not optimized for low energy consumption required by retail devices.

8.2 Performance and Energy Overheads

We use a series of application-level benchmarks to characterize the performance and energy overheads of Sentry. We then follow with microbenchmarks that show the raw AES energy and performance characteristics on our platforms.

Macrobenchmarks

We consider five different aspects of Sentry’s overhead.

1. What is the performance overhead of Sentry on device lock and unlock? We run four Android applications, Contacts, Maps, Twitter, and ServeStream (an MP3 streaming app) both with and without Sentry on the Nexus 4. We measure their performance throughout their lifetime, from device unlock (where the memory pages of these applications start being decrypted), to running the applications, to device lock (where the memory pages of these applications must be all encrypted).

   **Device Unlock:** Our first experiment measures the overhead added by Sentry of unlocking the Nexus 4 and performing a simple resume step of a single, sensitive application. This step decrypts only that portion of the application’s memory pages needed to resume the application. Figure 2 shows Sentry’s overhead in terms of both time and megabytes of data decrypted. We find that resuming sensitive applications has modest overhead, taking anywhere from 200 ms (Contacts) to a second and a half (Maps). This overhead is roughly proportional to the amount of data to be decrypted.

   **Sensitive Application Performance:** We scripted each of these applications to perform a series of typical tasks. We run the script right after unlocking the screen and measure its duration; the scripts for the four applications take about 17 seconds for Twitter, 20 seconds for Maps, 23 seconds for Contacts, and 5 minutes for the MP3 app. With Sentry, the script takes longer to run because the applications are decrypting their memory pages on demand. Figure 3 shows Sentry’s overhead in terms of time and megabytes of data decrypted. While these applications run, Sentry’s overhead is small ranging between 0.2% and 4.3%.

   **Device Lock:** Finally, all memory pages of the applications must be encrypted before the device is locked. Figure 4 shows this performance overhead. Again, the overhead is modest adding between 700 ms to 2 seconds per application. As before, the overhead is proportional to the amount of data needed to be encrypted.

   **Energy Profile:** Figure 5 shows the energy overhead of device lock and unlock operations for protecting one sensitive application. These results do not include the energy consumed by an application at runtime; our benchmarking results later will show the energy costs of encryption/decryption at runtime. As Figure 5 shows,
the overhead is minimal for all apps. Even for Google Maps, a relatively large application that needs to decrypt 38 MB of memory pages during device lock and encrypt 48 MB, the energy overhead of device lock/unlock is modest consuming up to 2.3 Joules. We measure the unlock overhead conservatively because applications’ memory pages are decrypted on demand rather than all at once as is the case with our experiment. Even so, Sentry will consume daily about 2% of a device’s battery life to protect an application assuming the user locks and unlocks a phone 150 times a day.

2. What is the performance of Sentry’s encryption and decryption for background computation?

On our Tegra 3 board, we ported three applications to Sentry: *alpine* (an e-mail reader based on *pine*), *vlock* (a text-based lock screen application), and *xmms2* (an MP3 player). These applications represent the types of actions users do when their smartphones are locked – they listen to music (xmms2), receive e-mail (alpine), and lock and unlock their devices’ screens (*vlock*).

We run each application in the background for several seconds and measure the elapsed time spent inside of the kernel with and without Sentry. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the results of our experiments. Sentry’s overhead varies from a factor of 2.74 in the case of *alpine* when running with 256KB of locked L2 cache, to 48% in the case of *xmms2* when running with 512KB of locked L2 cache. Although these overheads are high, we find Sentry’s performance adequate because applications are generally not performance-critical while running in the background. Furthermore, these overheads are all relative to kernel time only, and not user time. Sentry’s performance overhead is lower when considering an application’s total time both in kernel and user-space. In all our experiments, we found that applications remain responsive when run in the background with Sentry.

3. What is Sentry’s performance overhead for protecting filesystem access with dm-crypt?

One of the most common ways to encrypt a file-system is using the *dm-crypt* Linux kernel module. Using Sentry to protect dm-crypt provides appealing security properties because it ensures that all persistent data in the file system is secured against memory attacks.

We start by devising an experiment that isolates the performance overhead of Sentry when used on *dm-crypt*. *dm-crypt* performance is usually disk-bound, so we setup an in-memory disk partition of 450 MB and protect it with *dm-crypt*. We use three filebench [19] workloads: sequential reads, random reads, and random read/writes. All the *dm-crypt* benchmarks are run on the Tegra platform with cache-locking enabled.

For each run, the benchmark first creates a variety of files and then runs a sequence of I/O operations on these files, according to each workload. The initial file creation warms up the file system’s buffer cache, and most of the I/O operations end up being serviced from the cache, without exercising the block-level AES encryption.

To eliminate this effect, we also run the workloads using direct I/O to bypass the buffer cache.

Figure 9 shows the throughput in megabytes per second of two workloads – running random reads (on the left) and random read/writes (on the right). Each graph has groups of three bars; the first bar corresponds to running with *dm-crypt* disabled, the second bar corresponds to running *dm-crypt* without Sentry, and the last bar corresponds to running *dm-crypt* with Sentry. The presence of the file system buffer cache “masks” some of the performance overhead of Sentry. Encryption adds no performance overhead for the randread benchmark. However, encryption cuts throughput by a factor of two for the randrw benchmark (the y-axis of Figure 9 is shown with a log-scale). When we eliminate the system buffer cache by using direct I/O, the impact of encryption on throughput is clearly visible.

4. What is the performance impact on the rest of the system when the L2 cache size is effectively reduced by cache locking?

Locking L2 cache ways can affect the performance of the rest of the system. We quantify this effect by running a CPU intensive task while locking different numbers of cache ways. Figure 10 shows, on the Tegra platform, the average duration of a Linux kernel compilation as a function of the number of locked cache ways. We use “make -j 5” as our build command, which runs up to five commands simultaneously during the build. As expected, the full compilation process takes longer as more ways are locked. However, the effect of locking a single way, which reduces the effective cache size by 128 KB (out of a total cache size of 1 MB) is not large. It takes 14.53 minutes to compile the Linux kernel with one locked way versus 14.41 minutes with no locked ways, an increase of 7.2 seconds (less than 1%).

**Microbenchmarks**

These microbenchmarks are useful in understanding sources of overhead in the application macrobenchmarks. On Tegra, we use three AES implementations: unsafe AES (unmodified OpenSSL AES), cache-locked AES, and iRAM AES. On the Nexus 4, we use three versions of AES: unsafe AES (unmodified OpenSSL AES)
both at running in user-level and in the kernel, and the hardware accelerator AES.

Figure 11 shows the performance of AES for all the different AES variants on both platforms, with the Nexus 4 on the left and Tegra 3 on the right. At first, we were surprised to discover that AES is slower when running on the crypto hardware accelerator than on the CPU. However, upon investigation, this discrepancy is due to two factors. First, we are using 4KB blocks of data (the page size) to encrypt/decrypt. Crypto accelerators exhibit higher performance when encrypting large amounts of data. Second, our experiment is done upon phone lock and we suspect that the crypto accelerator is down-scaling its frequency. We repeated this experiment with the phone fully awake and the crypto accelerator is 4× faster. However, we were unable to prevent the crypto hardware from being down-scaled in our experiments. Without downscaling, the performance of our crypto accelerator is similar to previously published results [28].

Figure 11 also shows that Nexus 4 is much faster than our Tegra development board. Finally, and more importantly, on Tegra using AES_On_SoC adds negligible overhead (less than 1%).

Figure 12 shows the full-system energy overhead of CPU-based encryption versus hardware-accelerated encryption on Nexus 4. These results are driven by how long encryption takes using each method. Hardware-accelerated encryption is much less energy-efficient than the CPU due to the lower throughput of the AES hardware accelerator when encrypting 4 KB memory pages.

9. Related Work

9.1 On Chip AES Schemes

A few previous projects have investigated the idea of storing AES keys in CPU registers. In addition of being AES-for-x86-specific, most of these previous solutions fail to guard access-protected state and thus are subject to bus monitoring attacks. Furthermore, to us, it is unclear how to extend these solutions to safeguard the voluminous access-protected state.

In AESSE [32], Müller et al. implement AES for x86 processors by leveraging the SSE functionality of Pentium III and later processors to both store encryption and decryption keys and to perform the AES computation. Their initial implementation, based on the FIPS documentation [34], performed all the calculations sequentially on the input data, producing a very slow implementation. Their final implementation makes use of the table lookup optimization, improving performance from a 100× slowdown to a 6× slowdown over regular AES. In this implementation, all of the AES lookup tables (i.e., access-protected state) are stored in DRAM.

Their later work, TRESOR [33] expands on the AESSE functionality to support 64-bit CPUs with support for Intel’s encryption instructions (AES-NI). This version is resilient to memory attacks because all AES’s state is stored in AES-NI in the CPU. However, such an approach is not extensible beyond protecting AES implementations only.

Simmons [41] disables model-specific registers used for debugging and instead re-purposes them to store a single 128-bit AES key. This key is used to decrypt other keys stored encrypted in DRAM. This improves the performance to only a 2× slowdown over regular AES. The implementation’s description specifies that no temporary data is stored in DRAM, although the paper offers no clear explanation on how large round tables are being stored in model-specific registers.

9.2 Other Forms of Defense

Encrypted RAM. Encrypted RAM schemes aim at storing data encrypted in DRAM. There are two main differences between our approach and encrypted RAM: (1) encrypted RAM’s performance overhead is typically high and (2) it is unclear whether encrypted DRAM can protect against DMA attacks. In particular DMA transfers should be automatically decrypted otherwise there is little benefit of using DMA for fast memory access.

Crypkeeper [35] expands the traditional memory hierarchy by proposing to encrypt a large portion of DRAM. Their implementation stores DRAM’s encryption keys in the clear portion of RAM.

Another project [12] proposed the idea of encrypting the memory for processes when evicted from the cache. Like Sentry, they use a form of cache locking to ensure that sensitive data leaving the SoC is encrypted. However, this previous work differs from Sentry in four aspects. First, it only describes a preliminary design with no implementation. Second, the evaluation is all done in simulation on top of a Pentium-based architecture (whereas their design is aimed at ARM SoC) while artificially injecting hypothetical costs, such as the number of cycles encryption might take. Third, it is aimed at embedded systems and does not meet the needs of smartphones today. For example, there is no notion of “pin lock”, no background processes, no discussion of DMA capabilities. Instead, a different set of assumptions are made, such as whether MMU is present or what types of crypto engines could be found on embedded systems. Finally, the cache-locking mechanism discussed is hypothet-
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careful, and thus it is unclear how the cache locks its contents (e.g., by

Other methods have been proposed that store encryption keys in a secret place. ZIA [14] and Transient Authentication [15] use user-carried, small hardware tokens, and CleanOS [48] uses cloud servers for storing encryption keys. Unlike Sentry, such schemes rely on additional external infrastructure in the form of an Internet connection [48] or short-range wireless interfaces [14, 15]. Transient Authentication also does not support running background application securely while the phone is locked. Another difference lies in the type of abstractions used. CleanOS provides APIs that let applications define their sensitive data that needs protection. Instead, Sentry reduces the programmer’s burden by encrypting all sensitive applications’ state.

Auditing file-systems. Keypad [23] keeps logs of file-system ac-

While such an approach does not explicitly defend against memory attacks, it enables the victim to determine what portion of their data has been compromised when the mobile is lost.

9.3 Complementary Threat Models

A large body of work aims at protecting the integrity and confidentiality of trusted applications’ code and data [13, 16, 17, 22, 26, 29, 37, 39, 40, 42, 44, 45, 47, 52]. These related works defend against a compromised OS (e.g., malware) or a compromised privileged VM, whereas Sentry relies on the OS to defend against DRAM attacks.

10. Discussion

ARM TrustZone: Today’s ARM platforms offer TrustZone [2], a set of hardware extensions for code and data isolation. TrustZone can be used to isolate a set of secure services from the general purpose operating system. With TrustZone, the processor can execute instructions in one of two processor modes, referred to as the normal world, where untrusted code executes, and the secure world, where secure services run. One CPU instruction allows the soft-

Figure 12. Energy overhead. Comparison of OpenSSL AES, the kernel Crypto API AES, the hardware-accelerated AES on Nexus.

dware stack to switch back and forth between these two worlds. All memory allocated to the secure world remains inaccessible to the normal world. This offers a form of protection where malware in the normal world cannot infect the secure world. ARM TrustZone does not encrypt secure world memory.
Sentry uses TrustZone to enable cache-locking. This requires configuring certain co-processor registers which are only accessible from the secure world of TrustZone. We have access to TrustZone only on our Tegra 3 device, but not on the Nexus 4 (due to locked firmware). This is why we cannot test cache locking behavior on the Nexus 4.

Unfortunately, ARM TrustZone cannot help prevent cold boot or bus monitoring attacks. Removing RAM modules (one form of cold boot attack) and bus monitoring make the entire contents of RAM vulnerable, including any RAM allocated to the TrustZone. Reflashing the device firmware (another form of cold boot attack) also can bypass TrustZone’s protection of secure world memory.

Running 3rd-party applications inside TrustZone makes them immune to DMA attacks. However, this approach brings significant challenges: running an OS/browser/DalvikVM in the Trust-

Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX): Intel has recently an-
nounced SGX [6, 27], a new set of CPU instructions for code and data isolation. Unlike TrustZone, the memory allocated to an “enclave” is encrypted in hardware, which renders cold boot and bus monitoring attacks ineffective. However, SGX brings in a set of additional challenges. First, OS code cannot run inside of SGX (SGX runs ring 3 code only). Second, based on the current documentation, SGX offers no form of protection against rollback attacks (i.e., no secure counters). Third, SGX technology appears to be aimed at the server market targeting cloud computing datacenters.

Architecture suggestions: This work demonstrates the feasibility and security benefits of locking data on the SoC. We believe that modern CPUs could offer a small amount of memory on the SoC together with a pin-on-SoC abstraction. Operating systems can make use of this abstraction to store cryptographic keys used to bootstrap additional system security, such as encrypted main memory. Such keys will be much better protected from memory attacks. In Sentry, we went to great lengths to use ARM-based mechanisms designed for computation performance and predictability (e.g., cache locking and internal RAM), and applied them to our security needs. However, Sentry’s design would be greatly simplified in the presence of a simple abstraction that would guarantee a small amount of memory pinned on the SoC. This memory should be inaccessible to DMA controllers to further prevent DMA-based attacks.

To increase the security of on-SoC storage, we also recommend that low-level firmware should always erase it (i.e., zero it) upon
device boot up. Additionally, this low-level firmware should not be modifiable to guarantee an attacker cannot simply disable it. Although this step would increase the time required for the device to boot up, the increase should be modest because zero-ing out a small amount of memory should be relatively fast. We believe this overhead is justified given the additional security gains.

11. Conclusions
This paper shows that today’s smartphones and tablets have several performance features that can be retrofitted to defend against memory attacks. We implement Sentry, a system that leverages these features to guarantee that the sensitive state of a program is never stored in DRAM, but always stored on the ARM SoC. Our main observation is that sensitive state only needs to be encrypted when the device is screen-locked. However, to run computation in the background when the screen is locked, Sentry decrypts and encrypts the memory pages of sensitive applications as they are paged in and out. Sentry uses a carefully engineered AES crypto library (called AES_On_SoC) that never stores any sensitive state in DRAM. This combination of mechanisms ensures Sentry never leaks any sensitive state to DRAM when the device is screen-locked.
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